
Tally.ERP 9

If your answer is yes, then you have been lured into buying an 

unauthorised Tally with promise of false benefits. The potential of 

unauthorised software is always handicapped to address your business 

needs. Be it the licensed product’s full capability or the services and 

support associated with it, will be terribly missed by you in the long run. 

You will always be several steps behind from the technical advances 

which are accelerating around you.

Unauthorised software products are ALWAYS the poor cousin of its licensed 
versions. If you really care for your and your business growth, DENY IT!

If you really want to test Tally.ERP 9 for a short while, opt for Tally.ERP 9 – Rental. You can test and witness how 
Tally.ERP 9 will enhance your business. And if convinced, which we are sure of, you can extend the rental period 
or convert the same license into a perpetual license, for uninterrupted full benefits.

Visit a nearest Tally Partner to get your license of Tally.ERP 9… you will be pleasantly surprised with the 
affordable prices.

www.tallysolutions.com

Does your Tally have 
inactive keys which you 
have never been able to use?



Customer Testimonials

Secure your business… Say no to unauthorized software

How do I know whether my Tally is authorized or unauthorized 

Secure your business… Say no to unauthorized software

• Your Tally license was purchased from an authorized Tally Partner by paying the full price 
• You are able to actively use all product functionalities and capabilities
• You have complete access to all the Tally.NET capabilities (Tally.ERP 9 user with TNS Subscription)
• You are able to synchronize data with branches (Static IP or Tally.ERP 9 user with TNS Subscription)
• You enjoy support services on calling Tally Customer Support 

You are an authorized Tally user when 

• You are cheated at any price with an unauthorized version of Tally
• Your Tally serial number will have junk characters and digits such as read Vdown,1~, LockV, B00126
• You will not be able to receive latest product updates & upgrades
• You are unable to use any Tally.NET capabilities
•    On opening Tally you receive a caution message that your Tally serial number is compromised
•    When support is refused to you

You are an unauthorized Tally user when 

We had contacted hardware vendor to resolve an issue related to computer virus, at that time unauthorized 
Tally 7.2 was installed on all machines connected on the same network.

We started facing serious problems when statutory compliance tools were not available, we were unable to 
download latest updates & upgrades which would have helped our business. We decided to switch to authorized 
Tally.ERP 9 when risk to not only our data but our client data started bothering us.    
I was educated on enhanced features of Tally.ERP 9 at a Business Advisory Program conducted by my CPE Study 
Circle. I learned to use features like Export to Excel, Audit & Compliance, Remote Access and most important 
Statutory features like E-VAT, E-TDS, Service Tax which has reduced duplication of work by using multiple 
software… data loss is a scare of the past. We are now able to comfortably generate reports, file e-VAT and e-TDS 
returns for my clients using Tally.ERP 9.

Chartered Accountant (Proprietor)
P.S. Nagarajan & Co.

Mr. P. S. Nagarajan

Type of Business : Chartered Accountant Firm 

We got the unauthorized Tally from a vendor. We were using Tally for only accounting purpose and were happy. 
We were not aware that more detailed reports on accounts, inventory and other functions is possible with 
authorized Tally.ERP 9 which can save lot of time. 

Reports on outstanding payments, emailing of these reports to concerned people and maintaining inventory has 
organized and simplified our business. In case I have a query on Tally.ERP 9 and need help, Tally experts or my CA 
are available immediately through Support Centre. Remote access to my business data helps me stay in touch 
with business even when I am not in office which was not possible earlier with manual system and unauthorized 
Tally. 

Proprietor
Kemex International

Mr. Jayesh Shah                                                                              

Type of Business: Manufacturing
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